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All in learning logo

The logo uses an image, name in a separate font, or an abstract figure representing a company, brand, or product. Companies with world-renowned logos include IBM, Pepsi and Shell Oil. Using logos has clear advantages. A well-designed logo catches the eye and identifies the company without the need for analysis or reading. When you see a yellow M
known as the Golden Arches, for example, you don't have to think or read anything else to recognize it as a Fast Food Chain McDonald's. When you see white, a little f in a blue box on your computer screen, you immediately know it's Facebook. Good logos go viral -- people know the logo and its associations so intimately that they start using it themselves to
make a statement. In the early 1990s, for example, teenagers were given Nike swish tattoos. Men are photographed with Calvin Klein lingerie tag visible to tell others they have class and sex appeal. Logos take an element of a company or product and make it appealing to a target audience. In the United Kingdom, for example, the Conservative Party unveiled
a new logo in 2006. The ToysRUs logo uses bright colors and a bold, rounded font to appear to children. Your new job will be about to debut, but before you introduce it, you need a logo. This powerful symbol does more to identify the brand – it acts as a symbol that embodies your business while transcending language and culture. Think UPS, McDonald's,
Quaker and Pepsi. Each logo creator used color, images and words to reduce the international conglomerate to one square inch of the highly recognizable brand. Fortunately, you can also achieve this goal. This article offers several ways to get a logo, no matter how small your budget may be or how huge your ambitions for your business can soar. Hire a
logo designer. Like most professions, people with different skills can accomplish work on logo design. Check yellow pages in your area or check out the talent websites. You may be surprised to find affordable designers offering new clients a few rough concepts plus finishing art in digital form for one affordable price. Hire your local college's graphic design
department to design the logo design. Meet with the head of the department, explain your goal and ask if your design project can be incorporated into the curriculum. Most instructors are thrilled to offer students practical experiences, exercise offers teachable moments for them, and students end up having live samples for their portfolio. Make a donation to
the college as a payment and you can launch your effort with a potential tax write-off. Hold a competition for design students in multiple schools. Offer a $100 reward to the student who designs the best design. Keep it simple detailing your needs. Turn on the filing deadline and provide contact information so students can contact you if they have questions
about the logo. Send a copy of the leaflet to all schools in your area with advertising, marketing and graphic design programs. Post your challenge online. Put an invitation to budding graphic designers using popular social networks. Include the filing deadline date and the fee you're willing to pay for the logo you choose. Try your hand at logo design. Visit the
library or study the Internet to taste the work of professionals. Choose a few that you like and use each as inspiration to design your own using a computer drawing program. Limit the colors to two. Experiment with fonts before selecting just one. Try several versions. Turn each one from color to black and white, reduce them in size and see which one stands
out. Consult with other people involved in your business to get their reaction to logos sent by those you reached out to for ideas. Listen objectively to opinions, reach consensus and you are ready to do business. Tips If you decide to get a logo through steps 2, 3, and 4, ask the selected designer to sign a rental job agreement so that there is no future dispute
about who owns the logo rights you ordered. Warnings Never copy another designer's logo. Even if there is no ©, ™ or ® design, U.S. law prohibits stealing ideas. Try, get caught and you want to have a lawyer on speed dial. A good logo design is the foundation on which the brand builds its entire identity. Poor logo design means the brand's identity is
unhealthy from the bottom up. And when a bad logo design becomes a logo design, there are often some pretty serious consequences for both the client and the designer. We all saw Gap's disastrous redesign from 2010 (it lasted a week). And things can get a lot worse – the Google logo for the Catholic Church Archives Youth Commission. But these are
extreme cases. What we listed below are logo redesigns that are just a little off. Logos that for some reason don't feel good. Designs that fail to improve on the original, at least in my opinion. Below we take a look at why these logo designs are bad and what you can learn from their mistakes. And if you want to look at the other side of the coin, don't miss our
celebration of the logo redesign that got just right.01. Cardiff FCGiving the Bluebirds red logo will never go well with fans Football fans don't like change. From their team's stadium name to pies served at halftime, any change big or small almost always falls really badly. Even changes for the better - such as the recent Redesign of the Juventus logo - will take
some time to grew on the fans. So can you imagine the reaction of the fans of Cardiff, the Welsh side known on when his new owner Vincent Tan decided the club needed a new badge in a new colour. The 2012 rebranding didn't last long. Amid pressure from fans, Cardiff redesigned the new blue badge in 2015. The moral is you can't design in a vacuum. You
must seriously consider how your logo will be received by the people it is intended for. This is all the more important when these people are diehard Welsh football fans. Trvl channel (radley studios) tried to lure younger audiences with its lack of consonuits One commentator neatly and devastatingly summed up this redesign on its release: I know the attention
spans are getting shorter, but this is ridiculous. The Travel Channel logo desperately needed refreshments. No one would deny that. It looks flat and dated. But what he got was a redesign of fails in two fundamental ways. First, it looks bad. What would you call that color? Off-beige? Watery mustard? And, secondly, dropping vowels is a reductive and cringe
worthy way to 'update' any brand. (Do you know what a younger audience he is? No vowels.) The travel channel – like the Sci-fi channel, which rebranded to SyFy – had a good, solid, simple name. He said what he did. The downsue is that less isn't always more.03. Dunkin' DonutsDunkin' Donuts baffled customers by dropping the other half of its name.
Rebrand by Jones Knowles Richie Dunkin' Donuts went a step further than The Travel Channel. He got rid of the whole word. Tony Weisman, Chief Marketing Officer, said: We bring the iconic name Dunkin' to the forefront in a bold way that brings to life how we fill every cup with optimism and bring entertainment, joy and enjoyment to our customers every
day. The thing is, it couldn't be more iconic than Dunkin' Donuts. Colors and letters are instantly recognizable. The alliterative name is instantly memorable. Dunkin' Donuts tells you what mark does. It creates a beautiful image. Only Dunkin doesn't do that kind of thing. (One customer said: What exactly is it that one dunkin' if not a doughnut?) There is much to
be said for simplifying brand identification. But not if you lose something important in the process. It was a bold move, fair enough. But the result is almost as confusing for the idea of reloading optimism.04. Weight Watchers Redesign weight watchers proved an impossible task This weight watchers redesign by Pentagram combine the worst parts of the two
projects listed above. The brand had a solid logo built around a clear, concise name. Changing that name to WW fails in more ways than one. Everyone's going to call him Weight Watchers, no matter what. WW is a tongue-twister and, funnyly, contains multiple syllables. What do you logo, is smart enough. But it doesn't offer any clue as to what the brand
actually does. Replacing a recognizable, memorable name with a logo that can be forgotten is dangerous for any company. This project required serious reflection on how the brand might move away from the negative idea of 'looking at weight'. That was always difficult, if not impossible. Maybe the only real solution was a complete name change. Lesson here:
Not all logo redesign jobs are the same. 05. NYC TaxiTwo agencies failed to give the iconic NYC yellow cab an equally iconic logo There are few things more recognizable than yellow cabs in New York City. Songs were sung about them. Movies made about them. TV shows set up in them. Design wise, it is quite simple: take the car, almost any car, paint it
yellow, with the matrix of the words N. Y.C. Taxi on the side in raw letters, and that's it. Turning that raw stencil into a smoother logo would seem like a dream job for any agency. But in 2007 it turned into a bit of a nightmare for not one but two agencies – Smart Design and Wolff Olins. That's what the city ended up with, a hybrid kid of several designs, with
words set in custom typography inspired by computer-generated letters that were once on taxi driver's licenses. It didn't go well: I'm a little confused by the overall aesthetic of the new graphic, which seems deliberately raw and lumpy, more Checker than Crown Vic, I suspect, said Pentagram's Michael Bierut. Lesson here: if two high-profile agencies couldn't
get it right, then maybe a redesign wasn't needed at all. Read more: more:
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